A First in Africa: IAU’s historic debut.
Join From Anywhere: In-person or virtual.
Latest Discoveries: Dive into astronomy.
Network Globally: Engage with experts.
Register Oct 2023: Be part of history.

astronomy2024.org
XXXII IAU General Assembly | 6–15 August 2024 | Cape Town

- First Time in Africa: Celebrate IAU's historic assembly on African soil.
- Iconic Venue: Held at CTICC, beneath the majestic Table Mountain.
- Inclusive Participation: Engage both physically and virtually.
- Beyond a Conference: Dive into the latest in observations, theory, and impact.
- Africa's Astronomical Rise: Highlighting the continent's global contributions.
- Connect & Collaborate: Opportunities for exhibitors, sponsors, and astronomers.

Register Now: Spark dialogues and collaborations under African Skies.

More details: astronomy2024.org